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BATTERSEA ARTS CENTRE 

Hakwood flooring brings a new lease of life to a cultural landmark 

 

Since 2006, the Battersea Arts Centre has been undergoing an extensive transformation. The centre has recently re-

opened and with the help of Hakwood flooring, is now a more resilient, flexible and creative environment. 

 

The Grade II* listed building has been an important part of South-West London’s culture as well as an invaluable 

space for new performance work in the UK. Along with the team at BAC and the local community, award-winning 

architectural studio, Haworth Tompkins, reimagined the space to incorporate the vast variety of performance 

environments to suit any demand. 

 

A Grand Revival 

 

While the renovations were underway, the Grand Hall was considerably damaged by a fire which left only the brick 

shell standing. Haworth Tompkins’ challenge here was to honour the memory of a beloved hall, but while improving 

on it at the same time.  

 

Once the debris had been cleared away, the team re-entered the building to assess the situation. Martin Lydon, lead 

architect for the renovation said, “We were struck by the beauty of the scarred, blistered and textured surfaces. The 

fire had exposed layers of time, creating an amazing patina, so we just had to latch onto that as a concept.” 

Hakwood flooring was the perfect solution to mediate between the old walls and the new ceiling and it worked 

beautifully. 

 

Externally, the Hall is faithful to the original as Haworth Tompkins incorporated a Victorian spire that was rescued 

from the fire along with keeping the impression of the original roof. However, inside, necessary modern 

improvements needed to be made, including triple glazing and soundproofing, but despite constructing an almost 

entirely new Hall, the walls remain in their charred state to act as a memory of the event. 

Credit: Fred Haworth 
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Lydon described the opening of the hall as an “emotional moment, people were blown away. Despite the changes, 

people feel like they never left – it still feels like the same room.” This feeling of familiarity was helped by the fact 

that new ideas for the structure were created based on audience feedback so the memories of the past can live on 

while new ones can be made. 

 

 

About Hakwood 

 

Hakwood is a global leader in the design and manufacture of top quality wood flooring and wall tiles. Working closely 

with architects and designers worldwide, Hakwood specializes in creating bespoke wood solutions. Our passion for 

excellence, innovation and service shows in each and every product we make.  

 

A family owned Dutch company, Hakwood has nearly 40 years of expertise manufacturing hardwood. The Hakwood 

brand offers an extensive portfolio of reference projects across 60 countries in all market sectors; residential, 

commercial, hospitality, retail. 

When you combine our wood flooring and wall tiles with your inspiration, the possibilities are endless. 

 

ENDS. 

 

Specifications: 

 

Flooring: Laren FSC, Dutch Scrape Collection 

Grades: Rustic 

Finish:  Oil 

Thickness: 20mm (3/4”) 

Plank widths: 180mm (7”) 

 

 

For further information and high resolution imagery please contact: 

 

Cherrill Scheer & Associates 

Hille House | 132 St Albans Road | Watford, Herts | WD24 4AE 

T:  00 44 1923 242769  

E: csa@hillehouse.co.uk 


